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Ion-induced electron emission from surfaces: Dynamical screening effects
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A theoretical model is developed for the description of the single-electron emission from surfaces following
the impact of fast ions. The theory describes quantum mechanically the ion reflection at the surface and the
excitation of the valence band electrons via an ion-electron interaction renormalized by the dielectric response
of the target. Numerical calculations are presented and analyzed for the electron emission from the conduction
band of an aluminum surface upon proton impact. Particular attention is devoted to the influence of the
dielectric screening on the energy distributions and the angular distributions of the ejected electrons. In
addition, the role of the surface electronic structure is studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electron emission is a fundamental phenomenon
can be induced by the scattering of ions from a solid tar
@1–3#. The electron ejection from a condensed sample ca
viewed as a three-step process@4#: ~1! the generation of ex-
cited electrons,~2! the electron transport through the sol
including cascade multiplications, and~3! the escape of som
of the electrons into the vacuum. Measurements of the
ergy and the angular distributions of the electrons in coin
dence with the scattered projectile allow a disentanglem
of the direct single-electron emission processes from th
accompanied by the generation of cascade secondary
trons. This is achieved by means of the energy and wa
vector conservation laws. In recent years, remarkable
vances have been made in the development and utilizatio
coincidence techniques for the study of the ion-induced e
tron emission from surfaces@5–7#, even though, to our
knowledge, a fully resolved coincidence measurement
not yet been performed. Presently, coincidence studies at
faces have been realized using spin polarized and unp
ized electron beams~see, for example, Ref.@8# and refer-
ences therein!. On the other hand, it has been demonstra
@9# that kinematically fully determined ion-atom coincide
studies are feasible and yield a wealth of information on h
electrons are excited and emitted. Thus, it seems timel
consider theoretically the ion-induced electron emiss
from surfaces involving kinematically determined coinc
dence measurements and to explore some of the informa
that can be extracted from these experiments.

Using ions for the study of electronic excitations of so
targets is a complementary tool to existing spectrosco
techniques, such as single photoemission spectroscopy@10#
and electron-beam based spectroscopies@8#. In contrast to
photons, the incoming ion may involve large momentu
transfer to the surface, and in contrast to projectile electro
the exchange process between the ion and the surface
trons is absent. At the same time, for ions an additional ch
nel opens, namely, electron~radiative and nonradiative! cap-
ture @11# or even ion neutralization@12#. This channel may
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alternatively be excluded or studied in detail by resolving
charge state of the scattered ion. If the ion is fast, compa
to the Fermi velocity, the kinetic emission channel@7,13#
prevails over the charge transfer~capture or neutralization!
one. This observation and the use of charge-state reso
coincidence measurements provide the basis for the inv
gation of the electronic properties of the target. For interp
tation of the outcome of such coincidence experiments a
oretical model is needed that unravels the interplay betw
the effects related to the target electronic structure~structural
factor! and those connected with the dynamical ion-elect
collision ~dynamical factor!.

An adequate theory for the description of ion-induc
electron emission from surfaces has to account for~a! the
screening of the ion-electron interaction due to the surrou
ing medium, ~b! the reflection of the ion beam from th
surface, and~c! the diffraction and refraction of the electro
wave at the surface as well as its damping inside the surf
It is the aim of this paper to develop and apply a quant
mechanical model which includes all these facets in a c
sistent way without resorting to phenomenological tools.

In short, the model is constructed as follows:~i! all the
above mentioned processes are incorporated in one qua
mechanical amplitude,~ii ! the screening by the medium i
taken into account through renormalization of the bare i
electron interaction using a surface dielectric function, a
~iii ! the scattering of charged particles~ions and electrons!
from the surface is described using nonoverlapping muf
tin surface ionic-core potentials. The latter are derived fr
ab initio calculations based on density functional theo
within the local density approximation. Specific approxim
tions concerning the numerical realization are presented
low along with numerical results for the archetypical ca
namely, proton impact on a clean flat aluminum surface. N
merical results for the electron energy and angle distributi
are presented and analyzed for different proton scatte
geometries. In addition, cross sections integrated over
final-state energy of the proton have been obtained. The
of screening effects and of the target electronic structure
investigated and conclusions about the perspectives of
beam based spectroscopy are made.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II a gene
theoretical formalism is given and the approximations to
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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collision dynamics depending on the kinematical regime
specified. The numerical results for the case of proton imp
on an aluminum surface are presented in Sec. III and
conclusions are drawn in Sec. IV. Atomic units~a.u.! are
used throughout.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. General formulation

The process under consideration is as follows. An ionA
that has a momentumk0 and an energyE05k0

2/2M (M is the
ionic mass! impinges from the vacuum onto a clean, order
surface of a semi-infinite solid target. Among the vario
excitation processes induced by ion scattering we cons
the electron emission process. Specifically, we study the
action where the ion scattering state with momentumk f and
energyEf5kf

2/2M is measured in coincidence with the em
ted electron state. The latter is characterized by an elec
momentumke and by the corresponding electron energyEe
~see Fig. 1!. In spherical coordinates the momentum vect
k f andke are specified by the solid anglesV f andVe . In the
frozen-core approximation, the fully resolved coinciden
cross section has the form@14#

ds

dEfdEedV fdVe
5

M2kfke

~2p!5k0
(
i occ

z^k f ,keuTuk0 ,i & z2

3d~Ef1Ee2E02« i !, ~1!

where the sum is taken over all occupied bound one-elec
states with energy« i5Ef1Ee2E0 . T stands for an effective
scatteringt operator. It is defined as follows:

T5VA1WeA1~VA1Ve1WeA!GeA
1 ~Etot!~VA1WeA!,

~2!

whereVA , Ve , andWeA are the effective~optical! ion-solid,
electron-solid, and ion-electron potentials, respectively,
GeA

1 (Etot) is the ion-electron Green’s operator involving th
potentialVA1Ve1WeA at the total energyEtot5Ef1Ee .

B. Ion-electron collision

In this work, we consider cases where the ion is fast co
pared to the Fermi velocity. The evaluation of Eq.~2! can
then be performed by making similar approximations as
the case of high-energy electron-impact electron emiss

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the scattering geometry. The s
tering plane is perpendicular to the surface. The angles of the
ticles are defined with respect to the surface as indicated by
arrows.
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from surfaces@15,16#. Specifically, the electron-ion scatte
ing ~mediated by the potentialWeA) is treated in the Born
approximation, which is justified by both the high velocity
the ion and the screening of the ion-electron potential by
surrounding medium. Thus Eq.~2! takes the form

T5@11VeGe
1~Ee!#@11VAGA

1~Ef !#WeA@11GA
1~E0!VA#,

~3!

where Ge
1(Ee) is the electron-surface Green’s operat

evaluated at the energyEe and accounting for multiple scat
tering from the potentialVe . The ion-surface Green’s opera
tor GA

1(E) describes the scattering processes from the po
tial VA at the energyE.

The effective ion-electron scattering potentialWeA is de-
duced from the bare~undressed! potentialWeA

(0) as

WeA~re ,rA!5
WeA

(0)~re2rA!

e~re,i2rA,i ,r e,' ,r A,' ,v!
, ~4!

wherer i (r') stands for the coordinate parallel~perpendicu-
lar! to the surface,e is the dielectric function, andv5E0
2Ef .

C. Ion- and electron-solid scattering

As mentioned above we consider clean, ordered solid
gets, in which case the crystal potentialVe (VA) can be ap-
proximated by a superposition of nonoverlapping muffin-
ionic potentials@14#:

Ve/A~re/A,i ,r e/A,'!5(
l

(
j

Ve/A
( l , j )[(

l
(

j
Ve/A

ion~re/A,i

2Ri , j
l ,r e/A,'2R',l !. ~5!

The coordinateR',l specifies the transverse position of th
l th atomic layer parallel to the surface, whereas the tw
dimensional vectorRi , j

l characterizes the lateral position o
lattice sitej in the atomic layerl. The one-particle scattering
states under the action of the potential~5!,

ucke

2 &5@11Ge
2~Ee!Ve#uke&,

uck f

2&5@11GA
2~Ef !VA#uk f&,

uck0

1 &5@11GA
1~E0!VA#uk0&,

can be calculated using dynamical diffraction theory@17#. In
particular, the high-energy approximation@18# can be em-
ployed for evaluation of the ionic scattering states. Due
the translational symmetry parallel to the surface of the
tential ~5!, the surface-parallel components of the wave v
tors of scattered particles~electrons or ions! are conserved,
up to a multiple of the surface reciprocal lattice vectorgi .
Therefore from Eqs.~4! and ~5! one deduces the following
important conservation rule for the sum surface-parallel m
mentum of the ion and the electron:

k0,i1k i ,i5k f ,i1ke,i1gi , ~6!
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wherek i ,i is the surface-parallel wave vector of the bou
electron before the collision with the ion.

D. Specific approximations

For the numerical calculations presented in the next s
tion we choose situations of nongrazing incidence and wh
the ion in the final state is detected at relatively large sc
tering angles~with respect to the surface!. This allows us to
use specific approximations in the numerical treatment
ion-electron and ion-solid collisions.

1. Ion-electron interaction

In the nongrazing incidence mode the incoming ion p
etrates the surface deeply and therefore the surface diele
function may be approximated in the numerical calculatio
by the bulk one~that of the infinite solid!, i.e.,

WeA~re ,rA!'
WeA

(0)~re2rA!

e~re2rA ,v!
. ~7!

2. Ion-solid scattering

In this case, the subsequent scattering of the fast ion
the muffin-tin ionic potentials centered at different sites@see
Eq. ~5!#, and in particular the subsequent glancing angle c
lisions with the surface ionic cores that under grazing in
dence may lead to surface channeling@19#, are of less im-
portance for the evaluation of the transition terms in Eq.~3!
due to the potentialWeA . Therefore, in the present numeric
calculations, only the terms corresponding to single-site m
tiple scattering off the muffin-tin ionic potentials before
after the collision with the electron are included. Thus E
~3! reduces to

T5@11VeGe
1~Ee!#@TA~Ef !gA

1~Ef !WeA

1WeAgA
1~E0!TA~E0!#, ~8!

wheregA
1(E) is the free ion–surface Green’s operator at

energyE and, in accordance with Eq.~5!, thet operatorTA is
given by the relations

TA5(
l

(
j

TA
( l , j ) , TA

( l , j )5VA
( l , j )1VA

( l , j )gA
1TA

( l , j ) . ~9!

This amounts to the single-site impulse approximation@20#.
The direct transition term

@11VeGe
1~Ee!#WeA

is excluded from Eq.~8! because its contribution is negl
gible and, in particular, it cannot account for the ion refle
tion at the surface. However, this term may have a signific
contribution in the transmission mode setup, which case
do not consider in detail here.
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3. Fully resolved cross section

Using Eq.~8!, we can rewrite Eq.~1! as follows:

ds

dEfdEedV fdVe
5

M2kfke

~2p!5k0
(
i occ

z^cke

2 uTk fk0
uc i& z2d~«2« i !,

~10!

where«5Ef1Ee2E0 and

Tk fk0
5^k f uTA~Ef !gA

1~Ef !WeA1WeAgA
1~E0!TA~E0!uk0&

~11!

is an effective one-electron transition operator. It can be s
that, except for the transition operator, the formula~10! is
similar to the expression given by the golden rule for t
angle- and energy-resolved photocurrent as well as to tha
high-energy electron-impact electron emission@15#. Thus,
one can implement the well-developed algorithms of
one-step model of photoemission@21# for evaluation of
Eq. ~10!.

III. NUMERICAL REALIZATION

In this section we present numerical results for the ene
and angular distributions of the electrons emitted from
clean aluminum surface upon the impact of protons. T
possible geometries of the proton scattering at the surface
considered~see Fig. 1!, namely, the specular (u05u f) and
the nonspecular (u0Þu f) reflection modes. The ingredient
of the numerical scheme are as follows.

~1! The ionic muffin-tin potentialsVA
( l , j ) are derived from

ab initio Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker band-structure calcul
tions based on the local density approximation within t
density functional theory@22#. The on-sitet matrices are
evaluated in the first Born approximation with respect to
involved potential, i.e., we setTA

( l , j )5VA
( l , j ) ~this amounts to

the so-called kinematical approximation!.
~2! For s-p bonded metals like aluminum, the electron

statesuc i& and ucke

2 & are ~for our purpose! satisfactorily ap-

proximated by those of a jellium model, i.e., by the eige
states of a steplike potentialVe that vanishes in the vacuum
and inside the semi-infinite solid takes on the valueVe5
2«F2F, where «F and F are the Fermi energy and th
work function, respectively. The electron motion parallel
the surface is thus free~see Ref.@15# for details!.

~3! The proton-electron interaction is employed in the a
proximate form~7!. To investigate the effects of the stat
and dynamical screening on the electron emission,
~static! Thomas-Fermi~TF! @23# and the modified~dynami-
cal! Lindhard-Mermin~LM ! dielectric functions@24,25# are
used.

The TF dielectric function is energy independent; in m
mentum space it is given by the simple formula@23#

e~q,v!511
l2

q2
, ~12!
2-3
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wherel is the screening length. In contrast to the static
model of screening, the LM function takes account of t
dynamical screening and has a more complex structure@25#,
explicitly given as follows:

e~q,v1 iG!511N/D,

N5~v1 iG!@eL~q,v1 iG!2114pxcore#,

D5v$12G~q!@eL~q,v1 iG!21#%1 iG$12G~q!@eL~q,0!

21#%
eL~q,v1 iG!2114pxcore

eL~q,0!2114pxcore
. ~13!

The Lindhard dielectric function@26# occurring in the above
relations has the form

eL~q,v!511
3

128a2Z3 H 4Z1@12~U2Z!2# ln
U2Z21

U2Z11

2@12~U1Z!2# ln
U1Z21

U1Z11J , ~14!

where

Z5q/2kF , U5v/4Z«F .

The Fermi momentum is denoted bykF . The functiona
that appears in Eq.~14! is given bya5«F /vpl , wherevpl is
the plasma frequency. For aluminum, the parameters in
~13! are given by@24#

G5~0.53130.9Z2 eV!Q~0.0672Z2!

1~2.610.2 eV!Q~Z220.067!,

G52.5Z22 i @2.12Z2Q~0.0672Z2!10.142Q~Z220.067!#,

4pxcore50.05, ~15!

whereQ is the step function.

A. Fully resolved cross sections for proton scattering
from aluminum

1. Electron energy distributions

Figure 2~a! shows the energy distribution of the electro
emitted normal to the surface following the specular refl
tion of protons from an aluminum~001! single-crystal sur-
face. The cross section diminishes with vanishing elect
energyEe . This is due to the kinematical factor (ke) that
appears in Eq.~1!. The shape of the energy distribution cur
is directly related to the Fourier transform of the electron-
interaction potential~the form factor!. Since this potential is
renormalized differently when using either the TF or the L
model of screening, we observe marked differences. F
the calculated electron intensity using the LM dielect
function @Eq. ~13!# is two orders of magnitude larger than
the case of the TF dielectric function@Eq. ~12!#. Second, in
the LM results the electron energy distribution exhibits
peak at an emission energyEe'vpl2F. The position and
02290
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the width of the peak are directly related to, respectively,
plasmon pole and the plasmon lifetime. These features
beyond the scope of the TF theory of screening and he
they do not show up in the TF cross section results.

We recall that the plasmon wave vector is rather sm
(,1 a.u.). Thus, the appearance of the ‘‘plasmon feature
the electron energy distribution when employing the LM d
electric function ~14! indicates that the momentum tran
ferred by the proton to the electron is small. Neverthele
the momentum transferred by the projectile to the target a
whole is large. This momentum is mainly absorbed by
surface-parallel atomic planes before and/or after the pro
electron collision. In the case of the nonspecular reflect
mode, the momentum transfer to the surface-parallel ato
layers is accompanied by a momentum transfer to
surface-perpendicular planes. The momentum transferre
the ejected electron can also be small in this case. There
for the ~proton! nonspecular reflection mode we may expe
plasmon-associated features in the electron spectra. In
as shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, the energy distributions o

FIG. 2. The energy distribution of the electrons emitted norm
to the ~001! fcc face of aluminum in the case of the~a! specular
(u05u f515°) and~b! nonspecular (u0575°, u f515°) reflection
mode. The initial and final proton energies areE05100 keV and
Ef5E02Ee2F, respectively.
2-4
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the electrons emitted normally to the surface have almost
same shape for both the specular and the nonspecular re
tion modes of the projectile. In the latter case, however,
cross sections are two orders of magnitude smaller tha
the case of the projectile specular scattering, which can
traced back to the smaller probability of proton scatter
through larger angles.

2. Electron angular distributions

Figure 3 shows the angular distribution of electrons in
case ofEf5E02vpl , i.e., for the electron energies whe
the~LM ! theoretical electron emission intensity is largest.
abrupt drop in the cross section is observed at abouue
5130° for both modes of the proton scattering geome
This feature emerges as a consequence of the condition

kF>uk f ,i2k0,i1ke,i1giu, ~16!

which can be derived from Eq.~6!. The condition~16! marks
the crossing of the Fermi surface when scanning the w
vectorke,i . In this context it should be noted that in the ca
of the specular reflection modeuk f ,i2k0,iu;0.1 a.u., while in

FIG. 3. The angular distribution of electrons~with respect to the
@100# direction! emitted with energyEe5vpl2F in the case of~a!
specular and~b! nonspecular reflection modes.
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the case of the nonspecular reflection modeuk f ,i2k0,iu
;103 a.u. Considering thatke,i,1 a.u., we remark tha
combined proton-electron diffraction with a large reciproc
lattice vector gi is important to compensate for surfac
parallel momentum transfer in the nonspecular reflect
mode. Since we assume here a perfect energy and an
resolution and as we do not include in our calculations
effects of a finite lifetime for the bound electron states, t
observed cross section drop due to the crossing of the F
surface is very sharp.

B. Integral cross sections

The results for the electron spectra shown in Figs. 2 an
have been calculated assuming a perfect resolution of
proton energy. Experimentally, exact determination of
proton energy is difficult to realize. Therefore, it is of intere
to inspect the electron spectra where the projectile final-s
energy is not resolved@27#. This means we integrate Eq.~10!
over the energy of the scattered projectileEf . The energy
and angular distributions integrated over the final proton
ergy are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The scattering geometr
Figs. 4 and 5 is identical to that chosen in Figs. 2 and

FIG. 4. The same as in~a! Fig. 2~a! and ~b! Fig. 2~b!, but
integrated over the final proton energyEf .
2-5
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respectively. As is clear from a comparison of Figs. 2 and
the ‘‘plasmon feature’’ is smeared out if the final-state ene
of the proton is not resolved. Moreover, the inelastic ene
losses of the electrons on their way to the detector, which
not included in the present calculations, can in fact co
pletely smear out the ‘‘plasmon feature’’ and make the sh
of the energy distribution curve for the LM function simila
to that for the TF function. On the other hand, the angu
distributions are close to those in Fig. 3. In particular, t
feature pertinent to the Fermi surface crossing is preser
However, the cut of the angular distributions is smooth
now.

C. Effect of proton velocity on electron energy distributions

Figure 6 shows the results for the electron energy dis
butions using the LM dielectric function only@28#. The inci-
dent proton energy isE05400 keV. It can be seen that th
electron emission cross sections are considerably sm
than in the case whereE05100 keV. This is because of th
increased transferred momentum. The cross section for
case of well-resolved proton energy in the final state show
much stronger pronounced ‘‘plasmon feature.’’ This can
explained using a simplified kinematical model of t

FIG. 5. The same as in~a! Fig. 3~a! and ~b! Fig. 3~b!, but
integrated over the final proton energyEf .
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proton-electron collision: If a proton in a collision with a
electron~assumed at rest! transfers the momentumq, then
the transferred energy is given byDE5v•q, wherev is the
proton velocity. Thus, the larger the proton velocity, t
smaller the momentum transfer required at a given ene
transfer. Since the effect of the plasmon decay in the L
dielectric function decreases with decreasingq, the peak in
the electron energy distribution atEe'vpl2F (DE'vpl)
becomes sharper at larger proton velocities.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the case when the final-state energy of the proton
resolved, all the results for the energy distributions using
LM dielectric function exhibit a peak at the electron ener
Ee5vpl2F. The width of this peak is related to the deca
of the plasmon as follows: the larger the lifetime of the pla
mon, the stronger and the narrower the peak becomes.
electron emission can thus be viewed as the decay of
plasmon excited by the proton impact. However, such a s
nario for this process is true only if the electron is eject

FIG. 6. The electron energy distributions at incident proton
ergy E05400 keV in the case of the LM dielectric function. Th
conditions for the resolved and integral cases are the same as~a!
Figs. 2~a! and 4~a!, respectively, and~b! Figs. 2~b! and 4~b!, respec-
tively.
2-6
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from the Fermi level. In the case of unresolved final-st
proton energy, the ‘‘plasmon feature’’ is smeared out,
cause at given electron energyEe all the bound states con
tribute effectively to the ejection process, including the st
at the Fermi level.

It is useful to compare the results for the angular distrib
tions with qualitative predictions of the simple classic
model based on kinematical considerations. According
this model, the proton moves along straight lines before
after the collision with the surface ionic cores. The eject
of an electron takes place during this motion and if the el
tron energy is low it does not affect the classical prot
trajectory. Restricting consideration to a single collision
the proton with the surface ionic cores, one would expect
electrons to be ejected preferably in the directions perp
dicular to the directions of the incident and final proton v
locities. As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 5, this conclusion d
not hold true. Rather, it is deduced that there is no prefe
tial direction for the electron ejection, when the surface m
mentum components of the initially bound electron are l
than the Fermi momentum. We recall that the present ca
lations do not account for cascade multiplication proces
which generally lead to uniform angular distributions of t
emitted electrons@19#. Thus, we can conclude that in ou
particular case the dynamics rather than the kinematic
al

n
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on

-

li-

,
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important. This dynamics is included through the matrix
ements given by Eq.~10!.

In summary, we have constructed a theoretical model
single-electron emission upon the impact of fast ions on
dered crystalline surfaces. The model accounts for the e
tronic dielectric response of the surface as well as for
propagation of the ionic beam inside the surface and for
diffraction of the ejected electron wave. All these proces
are incorporated in a single quantum mechanical amplitu
Approximations for specific situations have been deriv
The model can be extended to the case of substitution
disordered surfaces in a similar way to that proposed for
case of high-energy electron-impact electron emission fr
surfaces of random alloys@15#.

Numerical calculations have been performed for the c
of proton impact on an aluminum surface for different sc
tering geometries. A plasmon feature has been identified
the electron energy distributions when the proton energy
the final state is well resolved. If the proton energy is n
well resolved the plasmon peak is smeared out substanti
The signature of Fermi surface crossing has been ident
in the electron angular distributions. The present particu
theoretical findings indicate the potential for utilizing ion
induced single-electron emission for studies of the electro
properties of surfaces.
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